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A B S T R A C T

Liquid organic scintillators are widely used in radiation measurements. NE213 (or its equivalent, BC-501A) in
neutron-gamma discrimination (NGD) and two new scintillators, UGLLT and UGAB, in alpha-beta discrimination
are two common examples. In this paper, the NGD capabilities of these three scintillators were studied and their
figure-of-merits (FoMs) were measured for comparison. The three different NGD methods used in this study were
zero-cross method (ZCM), charge integration method (CIM) and filtered charge integration method (FCIM),
where ZCM was analog and the two other methods were digital. A 1.1 μCi point 22Na gamma ray source and
100 mCi cylindrical 241Am–Be neutron source (3.5 cm diameter by 5 cm length) were used for the energy
calibration and the NGD, respectively. The FoM values for NE213, UGLLT and UGAB at 100 keVee dis-
crimination bias (i.e., the preset threshold voltage, generally expressed in keVee unit, upon which the generated
pulse-heights are recorded) using ZCM, CIM and FCIM methods were (1.060±0.037, 1.430±0.040, 1.70±0.054),
(0.910±0.029, 1.270±0.018, 1.460±0.027) and (0.890±0.027, 1.200±0.020, 1.460±0.026), respectively.
Although UGAB scintillator exhibits the least discrimination quality, one can choose an appropriate neutron-
gamma discrimination method to improve its FoM. The low-temperature flammability, toxicity and high-eva-
poration properties of NE213 scintillator may motivate some researchers to use UGLLT and UGAB scintillators as
alternatives to NE213, however, by selecting the most efficient discrimination method.

1. Introduction

The pulse-shape discrimination (PSD) is the unique feature of some
liquid organic scintillators which is used in the NGD where the pulse-
shape corresponding to the particles with larger dE/dx exhibits longer
decay times (Knoll, 2010; Leo, 2012). The NGD based on the PSD of
NE213 scintillator has been performed by researchers using the dis-
crimination based on clustering method (DBQC) (Lotfi et al., 2019a),
wavelet packet transform method (WPTM) (Safari et al., 2016), fre-
quency gradient analysis method (FGAM) (Safari et al., 2016), discrete
fourier transform method (DFTM) (Safari et al., 2016; Nakhostin,
2019), artificial neural networks method (ANN) (Amiri et al., 2012) and
pattern recognition method (PRM) (Takaku et al., 2011).

UGLLT and UGAB have surfactant in addition to the main solvents
which facilitates the solution of aqueous and acidic samples, however,

it weakens the light transport. NE213 scintillator, on the other hand,
does not have surfactant, therefore, the light quenching is not domi-
nant, so the light collection efficiency is enhanced compared to UGLLT
and UGAB scintillators. One may conclude that, the NGD is better
performed in NE213 (Divani-Vais et al., 2012; Bayat et al., 2012).

Since UGLLT and UGAB scintillators have low toxicity compared to
NE213, the interest in using these scintillators in both radiation spec-
troscopy and the NGD has increased among researchers in this field
(Divani-Vais et al., 2012; Bayat et al., 2012). However, research on how
using UGLLT and UGAB scintillators in the NGD can be improved have
not been undertaken yet.

In this work, the NGD has been performed using three different
methods of ZCM, CIM and FCIM. This study aims to confirm that the
incorporation of appropriate methods can improve the NGD quality of
relatively weak-NGD scintillators such as UGLLT and UGAB.
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2. Materials and methods

2.1. Detection setup

NE213, UGLLT and UGAB liquid scintillators were prepared in 8 cc
vials (Fig. 1). In order to improve the light collection efficiency, the
vials were placed in a teflon (PTFE) housing, where a reflectivity
coefficient of 99% is provided (Janecek, 2012). The optical photons
were detected using a PHOTONIS XP2020 photomultiplier. A 100 mCi
241Am–Be neutron source for the NGD and a 1.1 μCi 22Na gamma-ray
source were used for the energy calibration. The calibration was made
on the Compton edge of 1274 keV gamma line of 22Na source (i.e.,
1.061 MeV), which is corresponding to 89% of the maximum count at
the descending slope of the continuum (Knox and Miller, 1972). 22Na
and 241Am–Be sources were placed at 10 cm and 40 cm distances from
the detector during calibration and neutron-gamma discrimination,
respectively. The experiment did not use collimators and shields, in-
stead, in order to suppress the influence of scatterings on the mea-
surement data, both the detector and source were placed at 125 cm and
300 cm distances from the lab floor and surrounding walls, respec-
tively.

2.2. Digital setup for CIM and FCIM

The anode pulse, in an exponential-decay shape (Fig. 2), is normally
used in digital neutron-gamma discrimination (DNGD) in order to in-
crease the through-put and to suppress the dead-time. Since the fast
anode pulses of the scintillator are used in digital setups, the pile-up is
unlikely to occur.

The interactions between neutrons and gamma-rays with organic
scintillators basically result in recoiled protons and fast electrons, re-
spectively. The decay-time of delayed fluorescence associated with
protons is much larger than that of electrons, which can be attributed to
larger stopping power of protons in organic scintillators (Thomson,
1996; Knoll, 2010).

In order to capture the anode pulses, the measurements have been
carried out using a digitizer with sampling frequency, number of bit (N)
and dynamic range (DR) of 500 MSPS, 14 bits and 2 V, respectively. The
data was transferred to a remote laptop using a USB port. It is important
to know that, in the digitizer, the data were primarily stored in a fast
DDR3 memory, whose memory volume was 650 kS, before they were
gradually transmitted to the PC. This means that the data loss (or
equivalently, the dead time) was negligible in the measurements with
frequencies well below hundreds of kHz.

A dedicated software, DONGE (stands for discrimination of neutron
and gamma-ray events), was developed in LabView2012 environment
to analyze the data. In DONGE, the captured anode pulses are stored in
a file where the user may decide how many of them can be read by the
software. In order to have an appropriate DNGD, in both CIM and FCIM
methods, the charge integration is performed on the anode pulse when
the detector is exposed to neutrons and gamma rays.

As it can be seen in Fig. 2 (Lotfi et al., 2019b), having considered
three specific start point (StP), discrimination point (DsP) and stop
point (SpP), the anode pulse is divided into three different regions:

(1) Long region (LR): It includes the whole pulse from StP to SpP,
whose integral is called QLong .

(2) Short region (SR): The region from StP to DsP, which is the first
region of anode pulse with QShort as its integral.

(3) Discrimination region (DR): It includes the pulse from DsP to SpP,
where the discrimination is undertaken and its integral is called
QDisc.

According to the definitions above for LR, SR and DR, the PSD
parameter is also set as:

= =PSD
Q Q

Q
Q
Q

Long Short

Long

Disc

Long (1)

In DONGE, the PSD is calculated for every anode pulse, and by
plotting PSD against QLong , the 3D discrimination results are shown in
Fig. 3.

2.3. Analog setup

In zero-cross method (ZCM), using a pulse timing approach, one
may use the difference between the decay times of neutrons and
gamma-rays in an appropriate setup to obtain the NGD (Fig. 4). In this

Fig. 1. (a) Scintillator vial, vial housing, PMT and Voltage divider. (b)
Assembled detector.

Fig. 2. The anode pulse of the liquid scintillator, in which StP, DsP and SpP are
the start point, the NGD point and the endpoint of the pulse, respectively.

Fig. 3. A 3D NGD spectrum of NE213 scintillator when exposed to 241Am–Be
source.
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setup, the anode pulse is used for the discrimination whilst the energy
information can be obtained using the dynode pulse. Since the anode
pulse is fast, it reduces the dead-time, which itself improves the dis-
crimination quality and becomes suitable for the measurements in large
count rates. The count rates of the measurement were 5 kCPS (kCPS
stands for kilo counts per seconds). However, in analog setups, since
both anode and dynode signals are used in the experiments, some pile-
up events are registered.

2.4. Figure of merit (FoM)

FoM is a measure of the NGD quality, which is defined as the se-
paration of neutron and gamma-ray peaks in the histogram plot of in-
tensity vs. PSD divided by the sum of FWHMs (See Fig. 5) according to
Eq. (2). The FoM value increases as the separation of neutron and
gamma ray peaks increases, or/and the widths of neutron and gamma
ray peaks decreases, which result in better NGD. In Section 3, the re-
sults are presented in terms of FoM and the conclusions are drawn upon
FoM values.

=
+

FoM
FWHM FWHMn (2)

Since the large number of neutron and gamma-ray events are more
favorable from the statistical point of view to obtain a more accurate
FoM values, 500,000 signals were registered from neutron and gamma-
ray events.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Discrimination using ZCM

The results of NGD measurements with NE213, UGLLT and UGAB
using ZCM are illustrated in Fig. 6, where the variation of FoM versus

Fig. 4. Neutron-gamma discrimination circuitry using ZCM.

Fig. 5. 2D illustration of the NGD used for the definition of FoM.

Fig. 6. Variation of FoMs against discrimination bias for NE213, UGLLT and
UGAB scintillators when exposed to 241Am–Be source, using ZCM, CIM and
FCIM.
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the discrimination bias for all three scintillators is shown. The FoM
values are calculated through gaussian curve-fitting capability of
ORIGIN software (Microcal Origin, 2015 software; OriginLab Cor-
poration, Northampton, MA), in which the FWHM values could be
carefully calculated. It is seen that although NE213 exhibits the best
NGD quality, the NGD with UGLLT and UGAB scintillators also shows
an acceptable quality.

3.2. Discrimination using CIM

The choice of StP, DsP and SpP is very important in the DNGD
performance using CIM and FCIM. Therefore, it was decided to find the
optimum values for these parameters before proceeding to the next
step. The optimum StP value was 8 ns before the minimum of anode
pulse, and the DsP and SpP were 28 ns and 240 ns, after the StP, re-
spectively (Lotfi et al., 2019b). In CIM, the QLong and QDisc values were
determined for every anode pulse according to the optimum values of
StP, DsP and SpP parameters, before calculating the PSD.

As it can be seen in Fig. 6, the variation of FoM values versus dis-
crimination bias for NE213, UGLLT and UGAB scintillators represent
the same behavior as in ZCM. The results confirm that the NGD with
NE213 scintillator in the low-energy region (100 keVee-1500 keVee) is
improved in CIM compared to ZCM, as the FoM varies within the range
of 1.06±0.037 and 1.82±0.013 in ZCM, whilst it does within the range
of 1.43±0.040 and 1.92±0.067 in CIM. Since, the NGD in low-energy
region is more difficult, Fig. 6 proves that the DNGD is more favorable
in this energy range. Similar results can be seen in UGLLT and UGAB
scintillators.

3.3. Discrimination using FCIM

Since in CIM, the QDisc is calculated by integration over the end part
of the anode pulse, which is a low-amplitude region, the noise is
dominated and S/N ratio decreases. The noise level is small compared
to the QLong , which is normally a large value, whilst the QDisc is smaller
and comparable to the noise level. For low-energy neutrons and

gamma-rays, both the detector pulse amplitude and S/N decrease which
results in poor NGD. To resolve this problem and to minimize the noise
level, a special filter is prepared for the detector pulses as shown in
Fig. 7. The anode pulse is divided into two portions; the first starts with
the pulse beginning and ends with the pulse minimum, whilst the next
portion is from pulse minimum up to the end.

The least-square exponential-decay fit is performed on the portion
2. A new pulse is formed by the fitted data points of portion 2 together
with original data of portion 1, which is the basis for FCIM.

Fig. 6 shows the variation of FoM versus the discrimination bias for
three detectors in FCIM. The results show that the FoM values of all

Fig. 7. The detector anode pulse and its filtered representation.

Fig. 8. A 3D NGD plot for NE213 scintillator, when measured with: (a) ZCM, (b)
CIM and (c) FCIM.
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detectors measured using FCIM are so larger than in CIM and ZCM that
the FoM of NE213 in FCIM is within the range of 1.700±0.054 and
2.500±0.071 when the discrimination bias changes from 100 to 1500
keVee, respectively. This confirms that at low-energies, when the NGD
is performed with NE213 using FCIM, compared to CIM and ZCM cases,
20% and 70% improvements may be achieved, respectively.

3.4. Comparing of different discrimination methods

3.4.1. NE213 scintillator
The 3D NGD data of NE213 scintillator performed with three

different methods (ZCM, CIM and FCIM) are illustrated in Fig. 8. It can
be seen that in ZCM, while the neutron and gamma-ray regions are not
well-separated up to 600 keVee, CIM data shows a better NGD in this
energy range. In FCIM, the NGD improves in the low-energy region
where the widths of neutrons and gamma-rays regions are reduced.

The variation of FoM against the discrimination bias for NE213
scintillator when performed with ZCM, CIM and FCIM are shown in
Fig. 9.

The percentage of FoM improvement in NE213 scintillator against
the discrimination bias is shown in Fig. 10. This figure confirms that at
low-energies, the NGD performed with CIM and FCIM is more efficient

Fig. 9. Variation of FoMs against discrimination bias for NE213, UGLLT and
UGAB scintillators using ZCM, CIM and FCIM.

Fig. 10. The FoMs improvement percentage for NE213, UGLLT and UGAB using
ZCM, CIM and FCIM.
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than with the ZCM. The FoM improvements at low-energies compared
to ZCM are 35% and 60% for CIM and FCIM, respectively. Moreover,
over the whole discrimination bias range, the FoM value measured with
FCIM compared to CIM, shows an improvement of 20–30%.

3.4.2. UGLLT scintillator
The measurements with UGLLT scintillator are illustrated in Figs. 9,

10 and 11. As it can be seen, compared to ZCM, the application of CIM
and FCIM exhibits 40% and 60% improvements, respectively.

Moreover, over the whole discrimination bias range, the FoM value
measured with FCIM compared to CIM, shows an improvement of
15–35%.

3.4.3. UGAB scintillator
Figs. 9, 10 and 12 illustrate the measurement results when the NGD

performed with UGAB scintillator. The FoMs improvement when using
CIM and FCIM compared to ZCM are 35% and 60%, respectively.
Moreover, the FoM value measured with FCIM compared to CIM, over

Fig. 11. A 3D NGD plot measured with UGLLT, using (a) ZCM, (b) CIM and (c)
FCIM.

Fig. 12. An NGD 3D plot for UGAB scintillator when using: (a) ZCM, (b) CIM
and (c) FCIM.
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the whole discrimination bias range, shows an improvement of
15–35%.

4. Conclusions

In this study, the NGD quality, usually expressed by FoM, for three
liquid organic scintillators (NE213, UGLLT and UGAB) has been mea-
sured in several discrimination bias ranges using different analog and
digital approaches of ZCM, CIM and FCIM. The 3D representations for
the variation of FoM against different discrimination biases using dif-
ferent methods are illustrated in Fig. 13. The comparison confirms that
FCIM can be regarded as the most efficient NGD method. On the other
hand, the ZCM shows the lowest discrimination quality.

Note should be taken that since ZCM is an analog NGD method
which requires several nuclear electronics modules (Fig. 4), a precise
setting is necessary for optimum NGD performance.

Moreover, CIM and FCIM are two DNGD methods whose advantages
compared to ZCM are the simplicity and software controllability, which
normally result to a better NGD quality. Besides, since a software filter
is used on the detector pulse in FCIM, the S/N increases and conse-
quently the NGD quality is improved compared to CIM.

It has been recently shown in (Cester et al., 2014) that the NGD
performance may be deteriorated by quantization noise. They have also
proved that the NGD quality at low-energies (or equivalently, low-light
condition) depends on the digitizer resolution. The NGD quality de-
creases with digitizer resolution, as it follows:

=R DR
2N (3)

where, DR and N are the dynamic range and number of bits provided by
the digitizer, respectively. The root mean square (rms) error of quan-
tization is given by the following equation (Lai, 2003):

=e R
12rms (4)

The above equation confirms that in order to improve S/N value,
one has to increase N for minimizing quantization noise in a wide DR
range. The digitizers with both large DR and large N normally have
high power consumptions and purchase costs.

In this study, it has been shown that when the quantization noise is
important for increasing S/R, the FCIM method can improve the DNGD
quality by a digitizer of DR = 2 and N = 14.

The FoM values for NE213, UGLLT and UGAB scintillators measured
with ZCM, CIM and FCIM at two discrimination biases of 100 keVee and
1500 keVee are listed in Table 1. As it can be seen, NE213 scintillator
shows better NGD quality compared to UGLLT and UGAB.

The average FoMs improvement percentages when using ZCM, CIM
and FCIM in the range of 100–1500 keVee discrimination biases for
NE213, UGLLT and UGAB scintillators are listed in Table 2. It can be
seen that the FoMs improvement percentages of FCIM for NE213,
UGLLT and UGAB scintillators are about 40%, 48% and 58%, respec-
tively.

Note should be taken that although UGAB exhibits the least NGD
quality, the FoM can improve by incorporating appropriate NGD
method. For example, the FoM for UGAB scintillator in the dis-
crimination bias range of 100–1500 keVee, when using FCIM, varies
between 1.400±0.026 and 2.140±0.032, respectively. Whilst, the
measurements with NE213 using ZCM show that the FoM in the above
discrimination bias range varies between 1.060±0.037 and
1.820±0.013, respectively. One may conclude that the discrimination

Fig. 13. A 3D representations of the data plotted in Figs. 6 and 9.
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quality of UGAB when using FCIM is higher than the NGD performed
with NE213 using ZCM.

Low-temperature flammability, toxicity and high-evaporation
properties of NE213 scintillators require utmost attention even in
common neutron dosimetry measurements. The results of the present
work may motivate researches on replacement of NE213 with UGLLT
and UGAB scintillators.
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Table 1
FoMs at discrimination biases of 100 and 1500 keVee for NE213, UGLLT and UGAB scintillators, using ZCM, CIM and FCIM.

FoMs

ZCM CIM FCIM

100 keVee 1500 keVee 100 keVee 1500 keVee 100 keVee 1500 keVee

NE213 1.06±0.037 1.82±0.013 1.43±0.040 1.92±0.067 1.70±0.054 2.50±0.071
UGLLT 0.91±0.029 1.56±0.017 1.27±0.018 1.60±0.040 1.46±0.027 2.18±0.037
UGAB 0.89±0.027 1.47±0.013 1.20±0.020 1.52±0.037 1.40±0.026 2.14±0.032

Table 2
Average FoM s improvement percentages for NE213, UGLLT and UGAB scin-
tillators in ZCM, CIM and FCIM at discrimination biases of 100–1500 keVee.

FoMCIM/FoMZCM FoMFCIM/FoMZCM FoMFCIM/FoMCIM

(%) (%) (%)

NE213 11.24 39.29 25.56
UGLLT 18.25 48.16 25.79
UGAB 23.75 57.56 28.32
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